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shock mount
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Torsion axle

Torsion arm (front view)

Shock Bracket



original vertical 
shock position 

original vertical shock position 
-center mounted on wheel side 
of torsion arm
-mounted on the outside of 
torsion arm
-NOTE: The torsion arm has 
collpsed. it should be sitting at a
-22 degree angle

Original 
Vertical Shock Position
(standard in 1963)



new horizontal shock 
position 

new horizontal l shock position 
-mounted closer to axle side of 
torsion arm
-mounted on the inside of 
torsion arm

NEW AXLE
Airstream recommended 
Horizontal Shock Position
(standard after 1969)



New vs Old axles

• Mounting positions of shock brackets (inside vs outside and center mounted vs. axel side mount)

• New shock mount postion hits torsion arm stop on frame so new shocks cannot be installed without 
cutting it off and/or moving it

• New manufacturer and 1963 v 2021 tech

-length of torsion arm (6” old  v. 7” new center to center)

- gap between wheel and axle is different axle length is different 

- significant alterations needed to configure new axle like old and there are some key differences that 
cannot be modified however engineer says “ take them both to a welder and tell him to make the new on 
look like the old one” I have concerns about the accuracy of these modifications and cost.  We are not 
even 100% yet which modifications can be made without interfering with fit. 

- Airstream shocks designed for laydown position it is unknown if they can be used in vertical position or if 
they must be replaced with vertical automotive shocks

- Axle manufacturer’s engineers (Dexter) says that shocks are not needed Airstream’s engineers say they 
are. the debate is ongoing



https://inlandrv.com/airstream-torsion-axle-installation-help/

Installation Instructions



Airforums post of similar issue and my questions.

• https://www.airforums.com/forums/f460/vertical-shock-mounts-207659.html



Airforums post of similar issue and my questions.

• https://www.airforums.com/forums/f460/vertical-shock-mounts-207659.html
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Original 
Vertical Shock Position
(standard in 1963)

-22.5 degrees

torsion arm stop?

original top 
shock mount

original bottom 
shock mount



upper  r
ange  of m

otio
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lower range  of motion 

-22.5 degrees

torsion arm stop 
touches new 
shock mount so it 
must be removed

original top 
shock mount

NEW AXLE bottom 
shock mount is in a totally 
different position

NEW AXLE
Airstream recommended 
Horizontal Shock Position
(standard after 1969)



upper  r
ange  of m

otio
n 

lower range  of motion 

-22.5 degrees

torsion arm stop touches new shock mount so it must be removed or shifted 
along line of upper range of motion 

original top 
shock mount

NEW AXLE bottom 
shock mount is in a totally 
different position

Alternate 
Vertical Shock Position
(because the engineers don’t like 
airstream’s directions of shifting the
position to horizontal and I don’t like 
the ide of significantly altering the
new axle)



Thing to reference about shock angles


